
US ‘diplomacy’ – bottomless pit of hypocrisy and double standards

Description

USA: Diplomacy has always been one of the cornerstones of the so-called “soft” power 
projection. Countries have used it throughout human history to negotiate issues that otherwise 
would have been resolved on the battlefield. The United States of America, the world’s most 
aggressive imperialist (and neocolonialist) power, is rather unique in this regard, as it is 
essentially using its “diplomacy” as a form of arm-twisting instead of actual dialogue and 
negotiations. For the warmongering elites in Washington DC, utterly barbaric behavior seems 
to be a given, while mutual respect and taking the other side’s legitimate interests into account 
is clearly considered a “foolish weakness”.

This has resulted in numerous wars around the world, further leading to hundreds of millions of dead,
wounded and expelled people, or in simpler words, countless lives destroyed due to unparalleled US
aggression against the world. And while such a belligerent foreign policy approach is expected from
Washington DC when it comes to smaller countries that cannot match US power, they certainly do not
attempt to behave similarly toward global powers and superpowers. But America is doing exactly that,
with the US State Department issuing open threats to China, accusing it of alleged (planned) arms
shipments to Russia. Top American officials also added that Beijing will suffer “very real
consequences” if it goes ahead with the supposed deal.

Obviously, the Asian giant wasn’t even given the chance to deny the accusations as the US resorted to
directly threatening Beijing. However, China is anything but intimidated. Increasingly confident due to
its meteoric rise to superpower status, Beijing was quick to fire back at the blatant threats. During a
press briefing on February 27, Mao Ning, a spokesperson for the Foreign Ministry of China, stated that
the Asian giant is fully prepared to retaliate if illegal US sanctions against Chinese companies
operating in Russia are not removed. Mao also dismissed allegations that Beijing is planning to send
weapons to Russia, rejecting the questionable (at best) US mainstream propaganda reports as
disinformation.

“The US, however, has been fanning the flame and fueling the fight with more weaponry,” she (quite 
correctly) indicated at the blatant American hypocrisy, adding: “This is out-and-out hegemonism and
double standards, and absolute hypocrisy. The Chinese side will continue to do what is necessary to
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firmly safeguard the lawful rights and interests of Chinese companies. We will take resolute
countermeasures in response to the US sanctions.”

Mao also reiterated Beijing’s official position on the Ukraine crisis as one of peace, seeking a solution
through negotiations rather than the force of arms. She stressed that “China has been actively
promoting peace talks and the political settlement of the crisis,” adding that Beijing has been much
more constructive than Washington DC. Mao once again indicated that the US is fully responsible for
the incessant escalation in its relations with China. This is certainly true, particularly in recent times,
as Washington DC has used even the most trivial matters to denigrate and antagonize Beijing, while
also illegally arming the Chinese breakaway island province of Taiwan, exacerbating US-China
tensions to a boiling point.

“In addition to pouring lethal weapons into the battlefield in Ukraine, the US has been selling
sophisticated weapons to the Taiwan region in violation of the three China-US joint communiqués.
What exactly is the US up to? The world deserves to know the answer,” Mao concluded.

Mao also remarked that America is spreading disinformation about China’s alleged supply of weapons
to Russia in order to use it as a pretext to sanction Chinese companies, thus eliminating competition by
using such underhanded tactics. One of the affected Chinese companies, Changsha Tianyi Space
Science and Technology Research Institute, has already been sanctioned based on unsubstantiated
claims that it is supposedly supplying the Wagner Group PMC (private military company) with satellite
imagery of Ukraine. US Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs Victoria Nuland stated last week
that sanctions were targeting Chinese companies that “have been observed sneaking up to the edge
and trying to provide weapons to Russia”.

The unprecedented US hypocrisy is also seen in the attempts to portray Russian President Vladimir
Putin as a supposed “war criminal”, with US President Joe Biden already accusing him of being one
and even saying “evidence needs to be gathered for a war crime trial”. This is despite Biden’s central
role in starting numerous wars under several US administrations and despite virtually the entire
establishment in Washington DC being involved in warmongering and war crimes, regardless of
political affiliation. Perhaps an even better example would be the May 2022 speech made by former 
US president George W. Bush, whose Freudian slip about the “wholly unjustified and brutal invasion of
Iraq, I mean Ukraine” clearly showed the entire world the sheer scale of US hypocrisy and double
standards.
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